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Abstract

Mathematical and program-code text is unique because significant portions of it can be anchored to counterparts in formal logical theories that are implemented by computer systems. These systems check formal proofs for correctness and trace logical dependencies among assertions. When elements of expository text, such as definitions and theorems, are formally linked to their implemented counterparts, we call the texts semantically anchored. Such texts exhibit considerable depth and authority.

It is possible to leverage substantial investments made by governments, research laboratories, corporations, and universities in creating large collections of computer-checked and interactively-generated formal mathematics, making this research investment, these collections, accessible to an extended community of authors, researchers, students and teachers involved with mathematics.

We advocate extending common authoring tools (text editors as opposed to formal proof development tools) so that they can easily produce semantically anchored documents suitable for dissemination along with the formal mathematics to which they are anchored; some texts would be newly authored, while others would be static text-based resources improved by anchoring. These tools will enable authors to create these documents by drawing on a large already existing and growing collection of formal material.

We expect that anchored documents will enable interconnected collections where the computers support exact common reference among concepts and thus greatly facilitate collaborative contributions to online collections and provide large-scale coherency among mathematical texts. We discuss efficiencies expected from such anchoring in formal material.
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1 Introduction

There are internationally established groups of specialists [26, 9, 34, 16, 21, 8, 44, 43, 23, 39, 35, 48, 12] who develop extremely precise formalized mathematics to a very high standard of correctness, using a variety of methods. There is already a significant body of such mathematics and, increasingly, it is being made available through the Web.

We advocate enabling the vastly larger numbers of readers and authors who are not among those specialists to take advantage of this body of mathematics. We are motivated by the desire to see a mutual support develop between formal mathematics collections and informal expositions. One obstacle to this goal is that prospective authors of expository texts or annotations will not generally be people who work within the communities of specialists that produce the formal material itself, and cannot be expected to adopt the specialists’ tools; indeed, they may be unaware of the existence and nature of formalized mathematics collections.

The key is creating tools that allow nonspecialists to author texts that refer to specific concepts and entities in repositories of such formalized material. These formalized references serve to semantically anchor and implicitly coordinate diverse informal texts according to their common references to formal entities.

It is a practical necessity that these prospective authors be able to continue using essentially the same authoring tools and media to which they are accustomed.

1.1 Mathematical Text

Mathematical text is distinctive because in principle all of the definitions, claims, theorems and proofs can be expressed in a formal language that can be processed by computer. Indeed, what we mean by formal mathematical language is exactly that language which can be processed by computer in such a way that syntax can be checked, type assignments inferred, proofs checked and built interactively and parts generated fully automatically. In addition, algorithms that define computable functions can be evaluated, algorithms and data types can be mapped into those of existing programming languages, and symbolic expressions can be transformed. Collections of formal mathematics can be displayed using Latex, MathML, HTML, and other display software.

Over the past two decades computer systems have been built which can accomplish in practice what we have known for nearly a century could be done in principle. The systems dealing with proofs are called proof development systems or interactive theorem provers (“provers”), and those which process symbolic expressions are called computer algebra systems (“CAS”). Among the provers are Alf, ACL2, Coq, HOL, Isabelle, MetaPRL, Mizar, Nuprl, Omega, and PVS. Among the algebra systems are Mathematica, Maple, Axiom, Reduce, and SAL.

These computer systems have been used to solve scientific problems and to improve system design and software reliability. In this process, large amounts of formal knowledge have been created. We think that this large and growing collection of formal material can be of great value to parties besides those for whom the materials were originally produced.
— even if the computer systems that created it are not easily accessible. The value arises in four ways.

First, the body of formal knowledge is correct and authoritative to extremely high standards. Achieving those standards by the ordinary social process of having many professionals use the material is very costly and inhibits rapid innovation compared to the cost of producing the formal text. (This is illustrated by the NIST effort [33].)

Second, the body is coherent and consistent in every detail. All the theorems and definitions interoperate. This assurance is something that authors find extremely difficult to achieve. Computer-enforced conformance achieves this at the cost of having expert users of these systems, people we call knowledge programmers. Appropriate technology could leverage the efforts of these people a thousand-fold or more.

Third, by including the formal material in documents, there is a way to guarantee points of exact common reference among all documents that share the same formal material. This is computer-checked common reference. (A large-scale effort at encouraging common reference across mathematical texts is the OpenMath Society\textsuperscript{1} which has developed standards \textsuperscript{2} for representing mathematical objects, especially through “content dictionaries”.)

These are very significant advantages that arise simply from including formal material in text. There is, however, a key fourth element. Computer systems can act on the formal material to create a large collection of accessory knowledge, meta-knowledge, and metadata. For example, given a mathematical theorem, the system can compute all definitions and lemmas on which it depends. This can be collected as part of the accessory knowledge that is hyperlinked to any text containing the formal material.

1.2 Authorship - knowledge programmers and expositors

There is a rough division of purposes in developing mathematical texts. One purpose is to be precise, thorough and correct, while the other is to make explanations that are easily grasped both for their internal content and in relation to other cognitively relevant concepts and applications. Ordinarily an author would have both purposes, but may compromise one to emphasize the other for intended readers.

Let us designate the roles emphasizing these purposes by expositor and knowledge programmer. We adopt the latter term in reference to those who develop mathematical texts to extreme precision and thoroughness, necessarily with automated assistance of various kinds, because of the similarity in specialized skills and methods between such authors and computer programmers. Let us reserve the term formal for the kinds of texts produced by knowledge programmers, in contrast to expository texts.

Mathematical expositors and knowledge programmers have different goals, but have a profound intellectual commonality, namely the appreciation of precise expression and understanding in mathematical terms. They could support one another by coordinating their respective texts to complement their goals. We believe, for reasons to be explained below (Section 1.6), that such formal text can be of great value to expositors generally when they

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.openmath.org
incorporate reference to formalized texts into their expository texts. And reciprocally, the exposition of formalized text is essential to making the product of knowledge programmers of value to a wider readership.

1.3 Semantically Anchored Text

Here we exemplify semantically anchored text, then indicate the nature of related formal text, define explicitly what we mean by anchored text, and clarify the extent of semantic representation. We start with an example of a fragment of semantically anchored mathematical text. It will illustrate the anchor points in detail. Whenever we say “anchored text,” we mean semantically anchored. [We intersperse comments on the text in square brackets.]

Example of anchored text

Suppose we want to explain why the square root of two, \( \sqrt{2} \), is irrational. This fact follows from more general ones, e.g. that the root of any prime is irrational or that the square root of any nonsquare is irrational. One class of proofs is based on the idea that if we assume that \( \sqrt{2} \) is rational, say \( \frac{p}{q} \), then we can produce an unbounded descending sequence of natural numbers, say \( \frac{p'}{q'} \) with \( p' < p \), then \( p'' < p' \), etc. But such a sequence of “infinitely” decreasing nonnegative numbers is impossible. Hence \( \sqrt{2} \) cannot be rational.

We can prove this result carefully starting from a formal machine-checked proof that if the natural number \( a \) is prime, \( \text{prime}(a) \), then there cannot be natural numbers \( p \) and \( q \), with \( q \) nonzero, such that \( p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q \). Here is the formal symbolic statement as it occurs in our digital library of formal mathematics:

\[ \text{Thm 1} \quad \forall a : \mathbb{N}. \quad \text{prime}(a) \Rightarrow \neg (\exists p : \mathbb{N}, q : \mathbb{N}^+. \quad p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q) \]

[In this library all defined symbols are connected to their defining texts, and when the text is anchored the reader can access such definitions at will; in Thm \( \square \) we might access these concepts: \( \forall a : \mathbb{N}, \) or \( \mathbb{N}, \) or \( \text{prime}(a) \) or \( \Rightarrow \) or \( \neg \) or \( \exists p : \mathbb{N}, \) or \( \cdot \) and so forth. We find that \( \mathbb{N} \) is the type of natural numbers \( \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\} \), that \( \forall a : \mathbb{N} \) means “for all \( a \) in the natural numbers,” that \( \Rightarrow \) means implies, \( \neg \) is not, and \( \exists p : \mathbb{N} \) means we can find a number \( p \) in \( \mathbb{N} \). Just below we see the less common notation, \( (\mathbb{N} \to \text{Prop}) \), which denotes the class of all propositional functions over the natural numbers, e.g. properties such as \( n > 0 \).

So Thm \( \square \) says exactly this:

“For all natural numbers \( a \), if \( a \) is a prime number, then it is not possible to find a natural number \( p \) and a positive integer \( q \) such that \( p \) times \( p \) is equal to \( a \) times \( q \) times \( q \).”

We precisely express the idea that it is impossible to have an infinite decreasing sequence of natural numbers satisfying a propositional function \( P \) over \( \mathbb{N} \) by proving this fact:

\[ \text{Thm 2} \quad \forall P : (\mathbb{N} \to \text{Prop}). \quad (\forall x : \mathbb{N}. \quad P(x) \Rightarrow (\exists x' : \mathbb{N}. \quad x' < x & \ P(x'))) \Rightarrow \neg (\exists x : \mathbb{N}. \quad P(x)) \]
So, to show that a prime number $a$ has no rational square root, it is enough to show that if we could find a ratio $p/q$, expressed with a non-negative numerator, whose square was $a$, then we could find a smaller such numerator $p'$ of a rational root $p'/q'$ i.e.,

**Thm 3** $\forall p : \mathbb{N}, q : \mathbb{N}^+. p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q \Rightarrow (\exists p' : \mathbb{N}. p' < p \& (\exists q' : \mathbb{N}^+. p' \cdot p' = a \cdot q' \cdot q'))$

To show this, suppose $p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q$; we show that we can rewrite

$$(p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q) \text{ to } (q \cdot q = a \cdot p' \cdot p')$$

and then

$$(q \cdot q = a \cdot p' \cdot p') \text{ to } (p' \cdot p' = a \cdot q' \cdot q')$$

giving us a rational square root with numerator $p' < p$ and denominator $q'$. These rewrites are justified by the following special-purpose theorem, and they finish the proof that $a$ is irrational:

**Thm 4** $\forall a : \mathbb{N}. \text{prime}(a) \Rightarrow (\forall p : \mathbb{N}, q : \mathbb{N}^+. p \cdot p = a \cdot q \cdot q \Rightarrow (\exists p' : \mathbb{N}^+. p' < p \& q \cdot q = a \cdot p' \cdot p'))$

Now imagine that the above text is online and all the mathematical symbols and references are linked to definitions and explanations of the symbols and to the various other entities referred to by the text. What is remarkable about this example is that from a single connection to the formal material — even one definition such as prime(a) — we derive a wealth of benefits. This is because the formal material is richly interlinked. We can ask, for example, to display all theorems which use the concept prime. We can list all definitions and lemmas that are used to prove any theorem, and thereby acquire a sense of how logically deep the result is. We can also “execute” certain theorems, such as: “it is decidable whether a number is prime.”

Further, imagine there were a multitude of such expository texts online with such embedded symbols and references. There would then be a precise computer-checkable criterion for when several texts mention the same concept or entity.

**Formal text** The complete formalized proof of the lemma cited above, to the effect that integers are even when their squares are, is in Figure [1]; it is presented in a top-down goal oriented form, including at each step an instruction for how to complete the subproof or reduce it to one or more subgoals. A remarkable feature of the formal material is that all of the underlying proofs can be read online or printed in the text. Typically, these proofs are read in a top-down progression to any level of detail required for thorough understanding, and when a person consulting such a proof is satisfied as to the truth of a subgoal, the proof below it is ignored. We expect that adequate expository text would usually obviate the need for readers to go to the detailed computer checked proof, but this detail is available when desired, and research [24] supports the hope that automated assistance for verbalizing formal proofs will become practical.

A particular value of formalized proofs is that, even if one ignores their value as detailed articulated arguments, one can automatically identify all definitions and theorems cited by
\[
\forall a : \mathbb{Z}. \text{Even}(a-a) \Rightarrow \text{Even}(a) \text{ by Auto}
\]

1. \(a : \mathbb{Z}\)
2. \(\text{Even}(a-a)\)
   \(\vdash \text{Even}(a) \text{ by BackThru: Thm}^* \forall x : \mathbb{Z}. \neg \text{Odd}(x) \Rightarrow \text{Even}(x)\)
3. \(\neg \text{Odd}(a) \text{ by Analyze}\)
4. \(\text{False by New}\) \(\vdash\) \(\text{Analyse}\) 3
5. \(\text{Odd}(a) \vdash \text{False by Analyze} 3\)
6. \(\text{Odd}(a-a) \vdash \text{False by BackThru: Thm}^* \forall x : \mathbb{Z}. \neg (\text{Odd}(x) \& \text{Even}(x)) \text{ Using}: [a-a]\)

---

Figure 1: A Formalized Proof

...them; thus each formalized proof as a whole can be regarded as a single inference to its conclusion from specific definitions and prior theorems, which could be listed on demand from an anchored text. For examples of formalized proofs online see www.nuprl.org/Nuprl4.2/Libraries.

**Definition of anchored text**  This text is anchored in the sense that elements of it are hyperlinked to formal terms that can be manipulated by computer systems. We do not presume that the text is interactive in the sense that the content of the text is altered by user actions. But clearly some forms of interactivity which assist understanding by exploiting the formal syntax would be well worth providing; examples include requesting a change of display forms and normalizing certain expressions.

What anchored text allows is access to information that the knowledge programmers create by interacting with the text. They can use the systems to provide a rich collection of
accessory material that is hyperlinked. Some authors of expository documents may feel com-
fortable using the editing features of the provers to create more accessory content, however,
such content has already been created by the knowledge programming community and we
expect that in addition to whatever further content that community will produce anyway,
knowledge programmers will be attracted to directing some of their efforts in reaction to
expositors’ interests.

In addition, associated with the formal material is a wealth of formal metadata. We can
describe the theories in which the results lie, e.g. number theory, list theory, etc., and list
all the axioms and primitive concepts required.

Semiotic representation  Strictly speaking, the semantics of a text is related to its inter-
pretation, the meanings beyond its structure as data. Only computational semantics can be
directly implemented on computers, computational methods for referring to values and enti-
ties being most tractable. But clearly the semantics intended for interpreting mathematical
texts goes far beyond mere stipulation of computation; this is even plainer for informal texts
generally. Yet, increasingly, non-computational semantics is in large parts computationally
approximated or represented in computer implementations.

Formalized mathematical statements and arguments provide the best examples to date
of semantically based practices whose computationally accessible parts have been revealed
and implemented. Truth of even precisely formulated mathematical statements cannot nor-
mally be specified by an algorithm, and even computationally implemented proof systems
must remain incomplete and underdetermined by the actual semantics used to justify those
proof systems. Still, the precise computational representation of propositions and semanti-
cally justified methods for reasoning about them provide the nearest approach to computer
representation of the meanings of texts.

1.4 Formal Digital Libraries

Our conception of semantically anchored texts presupposes access to digital libraries of for-
mal mathematical artifacts into which texts may be anchored, which provide the bases for
common reference and semantic significance. Such libraries must be relied upon for the ba-
sic navigational and search utilities needed to locate and present formal artifacts, and, as
discussed below, should further accommodate data objects “binding” the expository texts
to the formal artifacts in which they are anchored. These “binding” data objects should
also be susceptible to the finding aids available through the library; they provide valuable
informal “metadata” relating formal data by common occurrence with an expository text.

The illustrative material above uses facts proved in the Nuprl proof development system.
Similar accounts could be given in any of the other provers we listed above. Here is a PVS
definition of prime number for example.

\[
\text{prime?}(i: \text{int}): \text{bool} = (\text{FORALL } (j: \text{posnat}): j \neq 1 \text{ AND } j \neq i \implies \\
\text{NOT divides}(j,i)) \text{ AND } i > 1
\]
In the course of its verification work, the knowledge programming community generates a large amount of formal mathematics that is of general interest, e.g. theorems about graphs, sets, functions, automata (finite and infinite), formal languages, and concurrent process, as well as about data types such as trees, lists, streams, integers, arrays, and so forth. Further, large amounts of accessory information and formal metadata are created. Much of this material is of interest in mathematics and computer science education.

The algorithmic activity of creating and displaying samples of formal mathematics integrated with plain text has been accomplished using tools of the knowledge programmers. But the social success of this activity will require dissemination to a broad audience and integration into on-line libraries, as well as tools for people who are not trained in formal mathematics to use the formal material in creating new documents.

1.5 Authoring Tools

We know how to produce semantically anchored mathematical documents using formal material from a Formal Digital Library. We want to create simpler means for non-experts to readily produce such material. The idea is to enhance editors for writing mathematics, using enhanced editors that can also access formal material.

We imagine the current situation in which knowledge programmers use provers to create formal material. Expositors create semantically anchored articles using this material, and they might also pose questions or challenges to the knowledge programmers. For every expert, we imagine that a hundred or more expositors will use the formal mathematics in documents because they will know that it is correct, and they will gain computer-mediated connectivity to hundreds of related results by adding this material to their documents.

Basic parameters of the authoring problem are: the form and media in which the anchored texts and formal texts exist; the editor used by the expositor for creating anchored texts; the kind of access to formal texts to be provided to the author; and the methods provided for rendering formal text within expository text.

For example, the formal texts might be stored as web pages or in a repository accessed by some specific API. Expository texts might be created as Latex sources, HTML sources, or in a format for a word processor, perhaps incorporating MathML. The kind of connections between the expository texts and formal texts in which they are anchored may vary according to their respective media. The most intimate connection between formal and expository texts would be coexistence in a repository of texts with a common formalization of reference, and to which common rendering tools and other utilities could be applied.

A minimal useful mediation between an expository text and the formal material in which it is anchored would be a file, such as a plaintext or pdf file, stored with a data object referring to the anchoring formal texts, along with informal instructions for discerning the anchored points in the expository text and associating them with their formal anchors. In this case

2See http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Info/People/sfa/Nuprl/HanoiTowers/Xhanoi_basic_solution.html for an example of anchored text online.

the expository text component can be rendered independently of the formal text, and is essentially treated as an unstructured “blob” (binary large object) by computer processes designed to exploit the connections to formal texts. To these processes, the expository text is treated simply as the data object associated with it in which the machine-recognizable anchoring actually occurs.

A workable intermediate relation between expository texts and formal anchor texts would be, like the minimal meditation above, to pair the author’s expository text source with a data object directly referring to the formal anchor texts, but instead of informal instructions for discerning the anchor points in the expository text source, there is a machine recognizable criterion for recognizing them. And instead of the informal source being independently rendered, programs determine how to render mathematical text occurring in the expository text based upon the formal anchor text at each anchor point.

1.6 Value of Semantically Anchored Mathematical Text

Basis for a semantic web of mathematics Some of the advantages of semantically anchored mathematical texts are clear from the material on the irrationality of roots of primes. The definitions and theorems are completely rigorous, and they are linked by hypertext, including links to informal explanations of the primitive notions and axioms. As described below, all the details of proof are accessible and proofs can be read top down to progressively finer levels of detail.

What is less visible is the underlying “semantic web” created by saving all logical dependencies as explicit links. This is an extraordinary resource that can be used in semantic search and computer-aided semantic processing.

Machine assisted production methods will enable the capture of a large amount of formal material, making it available for multiple purposes in many articles and documents. It could be that some material will be directly included in thousands of documents — imagine how many textbooks and articles give definitions of prime number or of a graph (usually different in small details).

These advances will also make possible a dynamic of the kind seen in chat rooms and online forums, where the knowledge programmers inject a formal result into a dialogue or lesson.

In addition to allowing authors to refer directly to formal content, anchoring will also enable a new methodology for collecting and improving pre-existing material. As quality ordinary texts are assembled, they may attract annotators who will assign semantic anchors; among those annotators may be knowledge programmers who would further develop suitable formal material in response. This makes the documents more rigorous, full and solid.

---

4 Latex is widely used by mathematical authors, and so is among the target formats that are likely to repay the effort of enhancement.

5 One of the intended uses of MathML is to build utilities that generate “presentation” code from “content” code.

6 It is also the basis for interactive experiments of the kind that can be seen even in the Web account of the sample lessons at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Info/People/sfa/Nuprl/eduprl/Xcounting_intro.html.
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It “hardens” them as reference resources. It also incorporates them into a semantic mathematics Web for a large collection of formally supported documents. This collection will in turn make it easier to create more formal material, igniting a self-sustaining feedback cycle.

**Nucleating large scale collaboration** A significant advantage of using formal content in mathematical text is that the body of formal material is known to be completely coherent in every detail. The definitions work exactly with the theorems that use them. The examples all reference the same exact definitions directly from instance to instance, or else they may reference variant definitions that are formally related in the repository; the functions have exactly the domain they need.

This is not true of purely informal texts. There a theorem might use one definition in its statement and a slightly different, perhaps equivalent, one in some step of a proof or in a lemma, without resolving the difference. This is one reason that so few textbooks or articles rely on others. For example, three books about finite automata might use three slightly different definitions of finite automata. They can’t even share examples exactly. Two different accounts of factorization might use different definitions of prime number — e.g., one in terms of abstract algebra using “associates,” the other using the concept of “no proper divisors.”

Writers who incorporate formal definitions will know that all the definitions, theorems, and proofs work together. They may appreciate the enormous amount of work that goes into achieving this interoperability. They might know that this formal material is like diamonds — very strong, solid and clear. The impact of a cooperative group of writers and readers using precisely interoperating concepts will be quite extraordinary.

**Educational value** The semantically anchored documents and means of producing them will have educational value as well. First, they produce what we call formally-grounded explanations, that is, an explanation that can be reduced to readable machine-checked proofs in a formal logic. These have educational value because they overcome known problems with traditional mathematical texts [1] and documented difficulties teaching mathematical problem solving [20]. It will also reinforce ties between mathematics and computing. We treat these topics in Section 2.1. Access to proof has educational merit on its own [18, 17, 42].

**Enhancing formal texts** The benefits of anchored texts mentioned above have largely been in contrast to purely informal expositions. But another value of anchored expository texts is in contrast to purely formal texts. The near futility of trying to understand large collections of unfamiliar formal texts with no informal expository context has surely been experienced by most who have attempted to use such collections. The paucity of such informal expositions linked to formal materials is a serious obstacle to widespread exploitation of such resources, and lowering the technical barriers to exposition may help. Expository texts significantly amplify the formal work. Not only is the formal work given a context of significance that may not inhere in the formal aspect itself, but the knowledge programmer
2 Semantically Anchored Educational Material

2.1 Pedagogical Issues

The semantically anchored texts that we produce contain formally-grounded explanations; by this we mean an explanation that ultimately can be reduced to a readable machine checked proof in a formal logic. Notice that because explanation is so fundamental to education, every potential advantage in teaching it is heavily weighted. Whether we are talking about an English essay, a chemistry experiment, a legal argument or a mathematical demonstration, college students are taught to answer the question “How do you know?” They are taught to give evidence and to say what statements follow from others. This ability to provide evidence and evaluate arguments is critical to a liberal arts education or an engineering one. What is the educational value of formally-grounded explanation, and what known pedagogical problems does it solve? It solves known problems with traditional mathematical texts, and it helps overcome documented difficulties teaching mathematical problem solving. It also reinforces ties between mathematics and computing that are known to help teach the basic concepts of function, induction, and proof that are fundamental, and yet problematic to teach.

Consider the issue of standard mathematics textbooks. Some do not bear logical scrutiny, at best they contain small but annoying errors, at worst they contain major conceptual errors. Even the best of them suffer from errors and omissions of detail that students waste countless hours puzzling over. Reference books and textbooks alike exhibit the problem of locating key information, such as definitions, notations or theorems. Good texts have large indexes, but even they are tedious to use and often fail. The problem of missing motivation to proof steps leaves readers to wonder why a simpler justification they have in mind is inadequate. The courseware that can be produced from anchored texts alleviates these problems.

The underlying formal proofs themselves also have value for learning how proofs work. Studies have shown that students have difficulty understanding the goal and subgoal structure in solutions to problems, especially those solutions given by induction. This is also clear from books devoted entirely to proof and studies in logic. The formal proof structure we adopt is excellent for alleviating this difficulty.

Our existing formal reference material is especially suited to relating computational and mathematical concepts; relating functional programs to mathematical functions is known to help with the problem of teaching functions. We know from direct experience and from the literature that some of the fundamental concepts in mathematics, such as function, induction and proof are difficult to teach. These concepts are central in both continuous and discrete mathematics, and the function concept seems to be critical in understanding abstraction. These concepts are basic to the language of modern science and engineering. They are as important in computer science as they are in physics.
2.2 Educational Opportunities

The existence of large scale collections of semantically anchored texts can be useful in teaching facts, techniques and certain modes of understanding. Here is how.

1. The level of detail at which students interact with the material is flexible, from high level summaries and guided readings down to an examination of every detail and every lemma required for a proof.

Often students are frustrated because a step in an argument that was trivial to the author is not clear to them or because some critical fact was left implicit. Since these proofs are complete, all the details are present, but on demand.

2. Providing multiple anchored texts that use the same definitions and proofs allows the instructional staff to offer many different approaches to the same mathematical ideas. So there are diverse entry points to match a diverse student body.

3. The refinement style for proofs helps teach problem solving technique. The vocabulary of goals, subgoals, rules, and lemmas enables teachers to discretize and quantify some of the learning.

4. Since formal language can express virtually any mathematical concept, we can begin to teach understanding as a process of making connections between topics among the large coherent body of material. As research libraries are made accessible through expository articles, we will be able to relate such ideas as induction and recursion, algebraic structures and program modules, graphs and relations, across many accounts.

3 Efficiencies from Anchoring in Formal Materials

Here we focus on efficiencies, some of which have been indicated above, that may be realized by exploiting formalized mathematical resources.

Establishing Coherency When an author marshals a collection of concepts, entities and facts for presentation, there are issues of coherency between them. For example, suppose an expositor aims to explain the point and correctness of some algorithm. This explanation may depend on deploying a variety of pertinent concepts and facts. Do the formulations and definitions on hand work together well? Are the authoritative texts the expositor cites really using precisely the same concepts? When material is completely informal these issues must be investigated and established by the author and ultimately by the readers as well if they are to know what the author knows.

A library of such concepts and entities would obviate that effort of ascertaining intended common reference and all it entails. Note that it is the formality (computer-recognizability) of reference that matters to this point, and not the formality (computer-checkability) of correctness of facts. If the commonly referenced library is considered authoritative then one
may explore the space of established results about common concepts and entities, and use the existence of a large authoritative body of texts based upon them as evidence for coherency and fruitfulness.

Even if not all proofs are formalized, the fact that a formulation has been exercised by some formalized argument can prevent some errors in formulation of concepts. And within informal arguments, the use of precise claims and explicit references to facts upon which the informal inferences are based has obvious value when readers must ascertain the value of such informal arguments.

**Accessibility of Detail and Verification of Correctness** If in addition one includes in the library computer checked proofs of facts, then such proofs make two sorts of further contribution to the economy of sharing formalized concepts and entities.

One contribution is that such proofs effectively provide precise explanations of reasoning that can be probed if need be for extreme detail. Because of the nature of practical computer checkable proof, this resource may be expected to have limited appeal for many readers of expositions, although it could be of more value to the expositor. Yet, even when one ignores the internal structure of a formal proof one can still ascertain the definitions and prior theorems upon which the proof’s claim is based.

The other contribution is as a relatively inexpensive alternative to the expensive social process of many persons scrutinizing an informal argument for errors. Consequently, even if the detailed automated proofs were not used directly as resources by readers or even expositors, the fact that proofs are computer checked can be expected to make a greater amount and variety of coherent and reliable material available without having to wait for the social process of looking for errors in the proofs to catch up. (One must still get agreement on the reliability of the proof checkers, but that doesn’t have to be re-established anew every time a new proof is added.)

Thus, reliable innovations can be more rapidly deployed and be adopted for informal expositions.

**Division of Labor** There will probably always be far more potential expositors than there will be knowledge programmers because of the degree of specialized training involved. Even if, as seems unlikely, most knowledge programmers turned out to be good expositors, there would never be enough of them to satisfy the demand for expositions for various audiences and occasions. In the world we hope for, the population sizes for participants would probably stand in the relation:

\[
\text{#knowledge programmers} \ll \text{#expositors} \ll \ll \text{#readers}
\]

It would be a waste to condition the authorship of the kinds of expository texts we have in mind upon an expositor’s mastery of knowledge programming; consequently, we must find practical methods of cooperation between expositors and knowledge programmers. Of course, there is a broad basis of common understanding possible between expositors and knowledge
programmers – the processes of formulation, definition, and argument are understood by both parties.

As a library of concepts, accumulated facts, and expositions grows, we expect significant reuse of formalized material by multiple expositions. Naturally, an expositor will sometimes wish to have a knowledge programmer develop new material for an exposition. This would lead to the development of a graduated series of utilities whereby the expositor would be able to direct more of the knowledge programming personally rather than negotiating the whole development with a knowledge programmer. (Analogously, the relations between computer programmers and their clients can vary in how much programming the clients are able and willing to do themselves and how much they get the programmers to do. Similarly, the relations between an author and a clerical assistant may vary according to how much word processing the author chooses to do.)
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